LETTER TO THE EDITOR 6-2-92

Dear Mr Wilson,

As a new member of BSTS I have found the recent Newsletters helpful and stimulating.

I do not know if you have come across the writings of Vassula Ryden. In case not, I am enclosing a cutting from Volume 2 of "True Life in God". For me this is the most wonderful confirmation of - something I have long believed to be true. This book, also Volume l, may be obtained from Manchester Medjugorje Centre, 5, Oaklands Drive, Prestwich, Manchester M25 5LJ. I hope you will find this as helpful as I have.

Yours sincerely

Roger Race, 11, Trennick Row, Truro, Cornwall TR1 1QL

We print this letter because several have enquired about Vassula Ryden. The Manchester address may prove useful to them, and to any others who are stimulated by Mr Race's recommendation.

---------------------------------------------

This area is deliberately left without any text to speak of because its other side is the 1993 renewal form. There are those who wouldn't want to sacrifice one word of the deathless prose in this unique number, so I have arranged that they won't have to. For those already paid up or who for any reason do not need the form some of the space here could be deployed in sweet creative fancies of their own.